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Abstract
The advantage of spiking neural networks (SNNs) over their predecessors is their ability
to spike, enabling them to use spike timing for coding and efficient computing. A
neuromorphic dataset should allow a neuromorphic algorithm to clearly show that a
SNN is able to perform better on the dataset than an ANN. We have analyzed both
N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 along these lines, but focus our study on N-MNIST. First
we evaluate if additional information is encoded in the time domain in a neuromoprhic
dataset. We show that an ANN trained with backpropagation on frame based versions
of N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 images achieve 99.23% and 78.01% accuracy. These are
the best classification accuracies obtained on these datasets to date. Second we present
the first unsupervised SNN to be trained on N-MNIST and demonstrate results of
91.78%. We also use this SNN for further experiments on N-MNIST to show that rate
based SNNs perform better, and precise spike timings are not important in N-MNIST.
N-MNIST does not, therefore, highlight the unique ability of SNNs. The conclusion of
this study opens an important question in neuromorphic engineering – what, then,
constitutes a good neuromorphic dataset?
1 Introduction
The remarkable performance and efficiency of the brain have prompted scientists to
build systems that mimic it. Early neural networks, networks of the first and second
generations do not have neurons that spike. These networks, known as artificial neural
networks (ANNs) have real number outputs that are between 0 and 1 and can be seen
as time averaged firing rates of neurons. The networks of the third generation, known as
spiking neural networks (SNN) explicitly employ spikes as their mechanism for
computation. Third generation networks are more mathematically accurate models of
biological neurons. A neuron of the third generation network receives incoming current
through its synapses and fires a spike when its membrane potential exceeds a threshold.
Such a neuron can use spike time coding, described below. Before we describe spike time
coding, we will first enumerate the different definitions of firing rate currently used.
The firing rate of a spiking neuron is defined in several ways – 1. The time averaged
firing rate is the number of spikes fired by a neuron over a certain duration, 2. The
instantaneous population firing rate is the number of spikes elicited by a population of
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Figure 1. Spike-rate definition.. There are several definitions of spike rate. Averag-
ing over all the spikes emitted by a single neuron (spikes in the red box), we get the
spike-count rate. Averaging over the spikes emitted at a time instant by all the neurons
(spikes in the green box), we get the instantaneous population rate.
neurons in a small time window, 3. The trial averaged firing rate of a neuron firing is
the average number of spikes across trials. Note that definition 2 and 3 denote firing
rate as a variable in time. The first two definitions are illustrated in Figure 1. In this
paper, we focus primarily on the first definition (Figure 1A), but also consider the
second definition (Figure 1B).
Scientists have debated over how neurons code information - whether the brain
follows a rate code or a temporal code ( [2]). Rate code makes use of the firing rate of
neurons while temporal code makes use of the precise spike timing of the neurons. The
issue of time and rate coding, as summarized in [2] is as follows: does spike firing rate of
a neuron capture most of the important information and computations, rendering the
exact timing of spikes unnecessary?
Several studies have highlighted the importance of precise spike times. Firstly, [16]
shows that there are specialized subsystems for which the precise timing of spikes are
relevant. The specialized subsystems include the electrosensory system of electric fish
( [20], [35]) and the auditory system of barn owls ( [16], [5], [29], [54], [25], [4]).
Behavioral experiments on owls show that they can locate sound sources in complete
darkness with extreme precision. They can detect a temporal difference of around 5µs
between the left and right ear. Such precise calculations invalidate the use of an
averaging mechanism in the brain. Secondly, [51] details several arguments for spike
time codes. Experiments show that primates are able to perform visual classification as
fast as 100-150ms after the stimulus is presented ( [51], [28], [3], [7]). Given that this
information must have passed about 10 layers of processing, each individual processing
stage is completed on average in only 10 ms, rendering a rate coding mechanism highly
unlikely ( [51], [3]). Further, the number of photoreceptors that are present in the retina
and the resolution of the images processed invalidate an instantaneous population rate
code [51]. Thorpe examines both spike-count rate and instantaneous population rate
coding using Poisson spikes, the most prevalent rate coding scheme. Through simple
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statistical analysis he demonstrates that Poisson coding is not efficient enough to
transmit detailed information about the level of excitation in a sensory receptor - and
there are several studies detailing the importance precise spike times in sensory systems
- 1.) [23] points out that precise timing of the first spikes in tactile afferents encodes
touch signals. Tactile perception is shaped by millisecond precise spike timing
( [33], [43]). 2.) In cats and toads, retinal ganglion cells encode information about light
stimuli by firing only 2-3 spikes in 100 ms ( [13]). 3.) Studies have also shown the
importance of spike timing in the vestibular system ( [45]) and somatosensory cortex
( [19], [56]). Finally, results in neuroprosthetics show that precise relative timing of
spikes is important in generating smooth movement ( [40]). These studies suggest that
when high speed of a neural system is required, timing of individual spikes is important.
With the importance of precise spike timings, there are several neural coding theories
that take spike timing into account - examples are time to first spike ( [23], [44]), rank
order coding ( [51], [52], [27]), polychronization ( [22]), coding by synchrony
( [18], [53], [48]), predictive spike coding ( [8]).
Spike time coding does not need a large number of spikes or many neurons to
quantify large values, but can do so by varying the spike timing of a few neurons. As a
result, spike time codes allow more efficient computation. If a SNN is just using
time-averaged or instantaneous population rate codes, it would be less efficient than
ANNs, as it would need to run for long periods of time or employ many neurons to
compute accurate averages of spike rates. The main advantage of the SNNs over the
previous two generations of neural networks is that they can, in principle, employ spike
time coding for higher efficiency.
Along with the advances of neuromorphic engineering, there arises the need for a
neuromorphic dataset to benchmark different SNNs. In Computer Vision, MNIST and
Caltech101 are examples of well known image datasets. Recently neuromorphic
algorithms have been tested against MNIST (e.g. [42], [9], [27]). To do this, images are
converted to spikes using different methods. For e.g., [42] and [9] convert images to
Poisson spike trains with spike rates proportional to the intensity of the pixels. [27]
convert images to spikes with spike times proportional to image contrast. However, to
advance the field of neuromorphic algorithms, a dataset whereby features are encoded in
asynchronously in time is required, which incidentally renders any data pre-processing
unnecessary. N-MNIST, N-Caltech101 [38], MNIST-DVS and CIFAR10-DVS are
datasets recorded by moving either a vision sensor or the image from a pre-existing
Computer Vision dataset and recording the resultant images. For example,
Neuromorphic MNIST (N-MNIST) and Neuromorphic Caltech101 (N-Caltech101) [38]
are recorded by moving an ATIS vision sensor ( [41]) across the original MNIST and
Caltech101 patterns respectively in 3 predefined directions. The ATIS vision sensor is a
neuromorphic sensor that records pixel-level intensity changes in the scene, based on the
principles of the retina. The N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 patterns are therefore,
represented as events occurring at pixel locations. The N-MNIST dataset has been
successfully tested on many recent neuromorphic algorithms (for e.g. [6], [32], [37], [36]).
However, to test the ability of third generation spiking neural networks, ideally, a
neuromorphic dataset used should contain discriminatory features in the time domain.
We want to examine if these neuromorphic datasets satisfy this criterion by integrating
information over time as described below.
[38] mentions that in N-MNIST and N-Caltech101, the movement of the ATIS
sensor mimics retinal saccades. However, our visual system is designed to extract
information about the 3D world from many 2D image projections formed by the retina
( [10]). Visual information is integrated across retinal saccades ( [12]) to provide a more
holistic visual representation, for example to group visual input to separate image from
ground ( [1]). In addition, as [15] describes, we are very adept at recognizing images
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despite different rotations, scales, and lighting conditions (also [46]). Such an integrated
representation of objects is obtained from data varying continuously in time over all
these different dimensions, in ways that conform to laws of physics
( [1], [15], [34], [31], [24]). Therefore, time is probably acting as a supervisor providing
useful information to enable us to create such a holistic representation [15]. It is
therefore necessary to ask if saccadic movements of the camera used to record N-MNIST
and N-Caltech101 gather information that is just as rich and critical for classfication.
Saccades in these datasets are constructed by moving a camera over 2D static images in
a predefined manner. This may not match the description of retinal saccades given
by [12], [15]. At the very least it should provide additional information from the original
MNIST and Caltech101. We therefore want to know what role time plays in these
datasets. We commence our study with both N-MNIST and N-Caltech101, but focus
the rest of this study on N-MNIST alone. Therefore, in this paper, we ask two questions
about neuromorphic datasets recorded from pre-existing Computer Vision datasets by
moving the images or a vision sensor:
1. Does the timing of spikes in these neuromorphic datasets provide any useful
information?
2. Do these neuromorphic datasets highlight the strength of SNNs?
These questions are important from various viewpoints – from a general machine
learning perspective, we want to know if these neuromorphic datasets can be classified
by ANNs just as well, or even more efficiently. From the neuromorphic perspective, a
neuromorphic dataset should be able to highlight the unique properties and strengths of
SNNs over ANNs in certain machine learning tasks. From the neuroscience point of
view, it would be interesting to investigate if this method of recording from static
images would gather additional information in the time domain than that available in
the original Computer Vision datasets (such as MNIST and Caltech101), which can
then be further utilized by some learning algorithms.
To address these questions, we present several experiments with the neuromorphic
datasets. We start off with a description of N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 datasets after
which we describe our first experiment. Here, N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 are trained
on an ANN. We then describe a design space that further experiments would explore,
followed by other experiments that compare the performance of temporal and rate
based SNNs on the N-MNIST dataset. This is followed by an experiment that classifies
the N-MNIST dataset using an SNN trained with a data-derived STDP rule based on
instantaneous population rates. Finally we conclude with a discussion on the
implications of these results, and other related questions.
2 N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 Data Format
The N-MNIST dataset is created by moving the ATIS vision sensor over each MNIST
image. This is done for all 60000 training images and 10000 test images in MNIST. The
camera has 3 pre-defined movements (or saccades). Each N-MNIST spike train is 360
ms long – divided into 3 saccades. The first saccade occurs during the first 105 ms
(0-105 ms), the second saccade in the next 105 ms (105-210 ms), and the third saccade
in the next 105 ms (210-315ms)1 ( [6]). Finally there is a 45 ms additional time
appended to end of 315ms to ensure that the last events have an effect on learning ( [6]).
N-MNIST patterns are represented as events, each occurring at a specific pixel
location or address at a particular time (each event has a time stamp in µs). This is
1https://github.com/gorchard/Matlab_AER_vision_functions/
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known as the address-event representation (AER) protocol. Events elicited due to an
increase in pixel intensity are characterized as ON events, and decrease in pixel
intensity, as OFF events.
In our experiments we consider ON events in the first saccade (0-105 ms) only. We
reduce the time resolution of the spike trains by binning events with µs time stamp into
ms intervals. In this paper, each pattern refers to the events recorded during a single
saccade.
Caltech101 contains 8709 images, and N-Caltech101 is created in the same manner
from the ATIS vision sensors.
3 Experiment: Training N-MNIST and
N-Caltech101 images with an Artificial Neural
Network
This experiment examines the performance of time-collapsed versions of N-MNIST and
N-Caltech101 on artificial neural networks (ANN).
In this experiment N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 patterns are collapsed in the time
dimension to static images with pixel intensity proportional to the spike rate of the
pixel 2. The conversion from AER to static images is done as follows. Each pattern p
can be represented as a set of spike trains, one for each pixel. The spike train for
pattern p, pixel x is sx,p = {tx,p1 , tx,p2 , ...tx,pn } where each element denotes the time of
spike. Note that tx,p1 , ..., t
x,p
n are in the range [0, 105]ms since we consider only saccade 1
(ON polarity). The normalized spike counts Cx,p are calculated as follows:
Cx,p =
∑n
i t
x,p
i
maxy
∑n
i t
y,p
i
(1)
So Cx,p is normalized by the highest spike count per pixel in pattern p. Note that
spike counts are normalized per pattern, so patterns with low spike rates have their
overall Cp, i.e. normalized spike count vector for a pattern, increased.
Each time collapsed N-MNIST image pattern p is a 34× 34 image with intensity
values at each pixel x being Cx,p. The patterns are trained in Keras on a convolutional
neural network (CNN). The first two convolutional layers both consist of 32 neuronal
maps of size 3× 3 each with ReLU activation. The first convolutional layer has same
padding. The convolutional layers are followed by a max pooling layer with a size of
2× 2, after which a Dropout with rate 0.25 is applied. This is followed by two
convolutional layers both consisting of 64 neuronal maps of size 3× 3 each with ReLU
activation. This is followed by a max-pooling layer that has a size of 2× 2 after which a
dropout of rate 0.25 is applied.
This is followed by a fully connected layer of 128 output neurons, after which a
dropout with rate 0.5 is applied. This is followed by another final fully connected layer
with 10 output neurons and softmax activation which does the classification. The loss
function used is cross entropy, and the Adadelta optimizer is applied. After running 100
epochs, we get an accuracy of 99.23%. We compare this to the performance of other
state-of-the-art algorithms on N-MNIST in the table below.
N-Caltech101 has images of different sizes. Each time collapsed N-Caltech101 image
pattern p is resized to a 224× 224 image. These images are trained on a VGG-16
convolutional neural network pretrained on ImageNet. The methodology used for
training is detailed in another paper by our group [17], where we examine N-Caltech101
more thoroughly. A comparison of N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 performance on several
algorithms is given in the table below.
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Figure 2. N-MNIST time collapsed images.. N-MNIST patterns are collapsed in
the time dimension to static images with pixel intensity proportional to the event rate of
the pixel. These images are trained on an ANN to examine the removal of the temporal
component in N-MNIST affects the performance. The above are 6 such images created
from N-MNIST time-collapsed patterns.
Table 1. Comparison of N-MNIST performance. In this table a comparison of
our method on N-MNIST with other state-of-the-art algorithms is given below.
Method N-MNIST
SNN on Backprop ( [32]) 98.66%
HATS ( [49]) 99.1%
Active Perception with DVS )( [55]) 98.8%
Collapsed images with ANN 99.23%
Table 2. Comparison of N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 In this table a comparison
of our methods and other well-known algorithms on N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 are
given.
Method N-MNIST N-Caltech101
H-First ( [39]) 71.2 5.4
HOTS ( [30]) 80.8 21.0
Gabor-SNN ( [49]) 83.7 19.6
HATS ( [49]) 99.1 64.2
Collapsed images with ANN 99.23% 78.01 %
Before this paper, HATS algorithm [49] gave the best performance accuracy on
event-based datasets. However, the collapsed images on an ANN perform better than
the HATS method. Our method of just summing up spikes over time (therefore getting
rid of the time representation) is able to obtain the best accuracy ever obtained on
these neuromorphic datasets. In N-Caltech101, it has a 10% increase in accuracy over
the previous methods. This in turn indicates that time does not provide any useful
information to assist in classification.
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4 Spiking Neural Network
The rest of the experiments in this paper are run on spiking neural networks (SNN). In
this section we will describe the SNN that is used for the experiments. The SNN
algorithm in this paper closely follows [9], but has been modified to suit the N-MNIST
dataset. For a detailed description of these modifications, refer to [21].
4.1 Network Architecture
Figure 3. Spiking Neural Network Architecture.. (Modified version of Figure
2 in [21]) The N-MNIST patterns, each pattern representing a saccade project to the
excitatory layer. There is an all-to-all connection from the input to excitatory layer. The
excitatory layer has a one-to-one connection with the inhibitory layer. Upon firing, an
excitatory neuron activates its corresponding inhibitory neuron, which in turn inhibits
all excitatory neurons except the one it received excitatory connections from. Top right:
Kernel functions for the currents in the network - Ixe has a gradual rise in current
followed by a gradual fall. The other two currents, Iei and Iie have an instantaneous
rise in current followed by a gradual fall.
The input layer contains 34× 34 neurons (one neuron per image pixel in N-MNIST).
Each input neuron projects to all neurons in the excitatory layer with weights W xe.
The excitatory layer has Ne neurons which have a one-to-one connectivity with Ni
neurons in the inhibitory layer. Note that Ni = Ne. When a neuron spikes in the
excitatory layer it will activate the corresponding neuron in the inhibitory layer. Each
inhibitory neuron inhibits all neurons in the excitatory layer except the one that it has
afferent excitatory connection with. The net effect is lateral inhibition.
The system architecture is shown in Figure 3.
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4.2 Network Dynamics
The network is made up of leaky integrate and fire (LIF) neurons. The membrane
potential V of neuron j at time t in the excitatory layer is given as follows:
τM
dVj
dt
= −(Vj − Vleak) +RIj(t)
Vj(t) ≥ Vth =⇒ t ∈ sej ;Vj(t)← Vreset (2)
where τM is the membrane time constant in ms, Vth is the threshold voltage in mV ,
Vleak is the leak voltage in mV and Ij(t) is the total current in nA that is input into
the neuron j. sej is the spike train of neuron j in the excitatory layer. It is a set
containing all the spike times of neuron j. The membrane potential in the inhibitory
layer is likewise calculated, and sij(t) is the spike train of neuron j in the inhibitory
layer. After a spike is fired, the membrane voltage of the neuron is set to Vreset and the
neuron is refractory for the absolute refractory period tref , before it can fire again. The
net current into a neuron j in the excitatory layer is the sum of currents from the input
and inhibitory layers.
Ij(t) = I
xe
j (t) + I
ie
j (t) (3)
where Ixej (t) is the excitatory current from the input layer, and I
ie
j (t) is the
inhibitory current from the inhibitory layer to neuron j in the excitatory layer.
The current into each neuron j in the inhibitory layer is received from the excitatory
layer alone.
The current Ixej (t) into neuron j is calculated as:
Ixej (t) = A
xe
∑
k
gxek W
xe
jk
gxek (t) = K
xe(t) ∗ sek(t)
Kxe(t) = (e
−t
τxe
fall − e
−t
τxe
rise )u(t) (4)
where u is the Heaviside function and Kxe is the input kernel function. gxe(t) is the
input convolved with the kernel. sek(t) is the input spike train of neuron k. ∗ is the
convolution operator. The currents Iie and Iei are similarly calculated, using weights
W eijk and W
ie
jk respectively, and s
e
l (t) and s
i
m(t) are the spike trains of neurons l and m
in the excitatory and inhibitory layers respectively. As Axe is increased (see Section
4.5), it is possible to have a few neurons spike simultaneously and inhibit one another.
To prevent that, the kernel function for Ixe has an alpha waveform with gradual rise in
current. The other current (Iie, Iei) kernels have exponential waveforms with
instantaneous rise in current similar to the original method by [9] (see Figure 3, Top
right). Therefore the time constants for the rise in current, τxerise > 0 but τ
ie
rise, τ
ei
rise = 0.
4.3 Learning
The learning function follows from [9]. When there is a postsynaptic spike, the synaptic
weight update ∆w is:
∆w = η(xpre − xtar)(wmax − w)µ (5)
where xpre is the presynaptic trace, xtar is the target value of the presynaptic trace
at the moment of postsynaptic spike, η is the learning rate, wmax is the maximum
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weight, and µ determines the dependence on the previous weight. See [9] for more
details.
When a presynaptic spike arrives at the synapse, the presynaptic trace, xpre is
increased by ∆xpre, and decays exponentially with the time constant τxpre .
4.4 Threshold adaptation
The threshold adaptation mechanism used here is identical to that employed by [9]. In
order to prevent any single neuron in the excitatory layer from dominating the response
pattern, it is desirable that all neurons have similar firing rates at the end of training.
Therefore, the neuron’s firing threshold Vth is adapted as follows:
Vth = vthresh + θ (6)
Vth has two components, a constant vthresh and a variable component, θ. θ is
increased by ∆θ every time a neuron fires, and decays exponentially. Therefore if a
neuron spikes more, its threshold is higher, requiring more input for the neuron to spike.
4.5 Pattern Presentation
If for any pattern presentation there is no output spike, Axe is increased by ∆Axe and
the pattern is presented again. This is repeated till there is an output spike.
4.6 Neuron Label Assignment
Once the training is done, the training patterns are presented again to the learnt system.
Each neuron is assigned to the class that it most strongly responds to. This neuron
assignment is used in calculating the classification accuracy. Note that class labels are
only used in this step, and not for training.
4.7 Parameters
The values of most parameters in this SNN follow [9]. These include Vrest, vthresh and
Vreset in the excitatory and inhibitory layers. Since we present each pattern one after
another, the presentation time is 105 ms, equivalent to the time taken for one saccade in
the N-MNIST dataset. As presynaptic spike rates vary throughout pattern presentation,
the output neuron must spike only at the end of the presentation (see [21] for more
details). Therefore, τM , the membrane time constant of each excitatory neuron is
adjusted such that there is only one output spike (see [21] for additional information)
occurring towards the end of pattern presentation. After each pattern presentation, all
values except Wxe and θe are reset.
For the Design Space Explorations (See Section 5), time constant of presynaptic
trace - τxpre, learning rate - η and amplitude of threshold adaptation - ∆θ are adjusted
accordingly.
In the sections that follow we describe the experiments that use the SNN described
above.
5 Experiment: Design Space Exploration in SNN to
explore temporal and rate-based STDP regimes
Spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) is one learning rule commonly used in SNNs
for unsupervised learning. Generally in STDP, weight updates are based on the precise
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difference between pre and postsynaptic spike times. However, in a regime whereby the
single post-synaptic spike is constrained to be near the end of a pattern, STDP can
operate in two different modes, where weight updates depend mostly on time averaged
spike rates or time difference between the more recent presynaptic spikes and the single
postsynaptic spikes. These different modes due to presynaptic time constant (τxpre) are
illustrated in Figure 4. Note that the shape of the PSTH of the input spike train is low
in the beginning, peaks in the middle, and is low again in the end. Although there is
only one postynaptic spike, it happens mostly after the peak of the PSTH, and
therefore, captures the most important input information within the time window
dictated by the presynaptic time constant τxpre.
Figure 4. Two regimes of STDP operation. By varying the decay time constant
of the presynaptic spike trace τxpre we get two regimes of STDP operation, (A) When
τxpre is low, the presynaptic trace (xpre) decays quickly. The value xpre at the time
of the postsynaptic spike (green dot) depends on the time difference between the pre-
and post-synaptic spikes. In this regime, spikes that occurred much earlier than the
postsynaptic spike time have no impact on learning. (B) When τxpre is high, xpre decays
slowly. At the time of postsynaptic spike, xpre (green dot) depends on the number of
spikes (i.e. spike-count rate) alone. Precise presynaptic spike times do not have much
impact on learning.
The hypothesis for our experiment is – if precise spike-times were important in
N-MNIST, our SNN would perform poorly in the rate-based regime. This is because
information on time averaged spike rates alone would be inadequate for classification, as
the precise timing of spikes would be necessary. We therefore compare the performance
of N-MNIST on the rate based and time based regimes by systematically varying several
parameters – as listed below.
• τxpre, Time constant of presynaptic trace (see Section 4.3, last line)- As shown in
Figure 4, varying τxpre will result in the rate-based or time based regimes of
STDP on the two extremes of a continuum.
• η, Learning rate - Higher values of τxpre would result in higher values of the
presynaptic trace, xpre as individual spike traces would decay slowly. This results
in an accumulation of individual spike traces over time. This, in turn, would lead
to higher weight updates (see the learning rule (Equation 5) in Section 4.3). To
ensure that results are not biased due to more learning in the system, we also vary
η.
• ∆θ, Amplitude of threshold adaptation (see Section 4.4) - Threshold adaptation is
done to prevent some neurons from dominating the learning and distributing the
receptive field of input patterns over all neurons. However, if threshold adaptation
occurs very slowly compared to the learning rate, this purpose will not be served.
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If, on the other hand, the threshold of a neuron is increased very quickly before it
even learns, then during training, no useful learning will take place. We therefore
change ∆θ along with η.
We use these three parameters for the DSE. All parameters are varied on a
logarithmic scale to ensure that we cover all possible ranges of activity. The values of η
used are {0.0005, 0.005, 0.05, 0.5}. The values of ∆θ used are
{0.001mV, 0.01mV, 0.1mV }. τxpre values range from 20 ms (the initial value used in [9])
to more than 2× the pattern presentation time, 215ms (this is the value used in [21])
and have intermediate values on a logarithmic scale, {20ms, 44.15ms, 97.5ms, 215ms}.
The results are shown in Figure 5. As results are on the logarithmic scale, there may be
intermediate parameter values that give better results. To check this, we repeat the
experiments for parameters around the vicinity of the best results seen in Figure 5 (i.e.
logarithmic scale) and these are then plotted in linear scale. The results are given in
Figure 6.
As we can see in Figure 5, an increase in τxpre clearly denotes better overall results.
There was a slight improvement in results, when we tried parameter values near the
best result, as shown in Figure 6. This experiment shows that rate based regime of
STDP is able to give overall best results, denoting that time averaged spike rates are
sufficient to characterize N-MNIST and achieve good accuracy.
Figure 5. Results on log scale.Design Space Exploration results, all parameters are
plotted on a log scale, trained over one epoch. Results progressively get better as τxpre
increases. The best overall result (82.46%) is marked by a red star in the top right. The
best overall results, and a larger number of better results (> 80%) occur at higher values
of τxpre. The best result for the low τxpre (= 20 ms) is marked by a red triangle on the
top right.
As training was done only on one epoch, a natural question that arises is: do lower
values of τxpre yield bad results just because they were not sufficiently trained? What if
they were trained for multiple epochs? We explore training over multiple epochs in the
next section.
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Figure 6. Results on linear scale. The best result in the log scale, (Figure 5,
τxpre = 215ms, η = 0.05,∆θ = 0.1mV ) was taken. τxpre was fixed at 215 ms and values
of the other parameters (∆θ and µ) around the best result were plotted on linear scale
to determine if there were better results around the parameter space. Training was done
over one epoch. We see that generally results get better as learning rate (η) gets higher
and spike frequency adaptation rate (∆θ) gets higher. The best results are marked with
a red star on the top right. We get a slight improvement in accuracy, 84.51%.
5.1 Training over multiple Epochs
In the results presented earlier (Figures 5 and 6), training was only done on one epoch.
We have chosen the best results after one epoch for τxpre = 20ms and τxpre = 215ms
which are:
• Best result for 20ms - Accuracy: 76.25% for parameter set {τxpre = 20ms,
∆θ = 0.001mV , µ = 0.005ms}, and
• Best result for 215ms - Accuracy: 82.46% for parameter set {τxpre = 215ms,
∆θ = 0.01mV , µ = 0.05ms}.
We have run the SNN with these two parameter sets for 4 epochs.
In both cases, as the network runs for 4 epochs, the weights tend to a more bimodal
distribution, where weights congregate towards the maximum and minimum weight
values (Figure 7). This indicates network convergence ( [26]). However, although there
is an improvement in accuracy for the high value of τxpre, this is not the case for the
low value of τxpre (Figure 8). This is because for high values of τxpre the weights get
crisper and more discriminative, but for low values of τxpre only part of the image is
being learnt 9. This is possibly because only input spikes that occur shortly before the
postsynaptic spike induce long term potentiation (LTP) in a time based STDP regime
(Figure 4).
This experiment indicates that it is not inadequate learning that led to worse
accuracy for low values of τxpre. In fact with more training, we see that only rate-based
STDP has an improvement in accuracy, while being more trained on a short time
window of the pattern (albeit the time window with the most inputs generally) using
time based STDP results in poorer accuracy. This is a direct consequence of the
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Figure 7. Weight distribution plotted after training for one epoch (left) and training
for 4 epochs (right). This is plotted for the best parameter values for τxpre = 20 ms
(Threshold adaptation rate, ∆Θ = 0.001mV , Learning Rate, µ = 0.005) and τxpre = 200
ms (Threshold adaptation rate, ∆Θ = 0.01mV, Learning Rate, µ = 0.05). After running
more epochs, the networks become more stable.
bimodal distribution of weights with more training 7(Right): synaptic connections
corresponding to inputs within that time window undergo LTP, while the others
undergo long term depotentiation (LTD).
We then train the SNN on 3 epochs with the parameters that get the best results on
one epoch in Figure 6 to get an accuracy of 89.87%.
Finally we repeated this procedure for training 6 separate 400 neuron networks -
each of the 3 saccades with both ON and OFF polarities. For each test pattern, all 6
networks gave a class prediction and we took a majority vote. Using this method, an
accuracy of 91.78% was obtained.
5.2 STDP with fixed Postsynaptic Spike
Earlier we noted that rate based STDP regime yields the best accuracy results
indicating that presynaptic spike times do not affect the accuracy. If learning is
dependent on purely spike rates alone, we postulate that the precise timing of
postsynaptic spikes should not affect the accuracy either. So if we fix the postsynaptic
spike to occur at a certain time for every pattern, there should not be a fall in accuracy.
In this experiment we train the system using the parameters for the best results seen
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Figure 8. Testing accuracy over epochs. Testing accuracy is plotted as a function
of number of training epochs. This is plotted for the best parameter values for τxpre = 215
ms (blue) (Threshold adaptation rate, ∆Θ = 0.01mV, Learning Rate, µ = 0.05) and
τxpre = 20 ms (red) (Threshold adaptation rate, ∆Θ = 0.001mV , Learning Rate,
µ = 0.005). As can be seen, results improve over time when τxpre is high, but actually
decrease over time when τxpre is low.
in the previous experiment (Figure 6: ∆θ = 0.2mV, η = 0.05, τxpre = 215ms), and
record the postsynaptic spike time for each pattern. We then find the average of the
postsynaptic spike time over all patterns, t∗.
We re-start and repeat the training fixing the postsynaptic time to be t∗. As we
have a Winner-Take-All network, and the neuron that is the first to spike wins, we do
not enforce the neuron to spike at time t∗, but the network learns as if the spike occurs
at t∗. Therefore, we take the presynaptic spike traces at time t∗ to calculate the weight
updates.
The accuracy for this experiment is 84.10% after one epoch. This is even better than
the best accuracy results in the DSE experiment 5 which is 82.46%. The high accuracy
indicates that performance is not dependent on the precise timing of the postsynaptic
spike either.
6 Experiment: Spike Rate Dependent STDP
In the previous experiments, we examined the performance of a simple ANN and the
SNN (both rate based and time based) on the N-MNIST dataset. Both the ANN and
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Figure 9. Weights over epochs. Weights obtained after training on one epoch (left)
and 4 epochs (right) for τxpre = 20 ms (top row) and τxpre = 215 ms (bottom row) are
plotted. The weight for each neuron is plotted on a 34 × 34 grid. For the low τxpre (=
20 ms) case, while the digits can be vaguely discerned after training on one epoch, after
training for 4 epochs, only part of the digit is visible. (For e.g. Digit “2” on the top
right corner and digit “5” on the bottom left corner.) On the other hand, for the high
τxpre case (= 215 ms) digits become slightly more discriminative when training on more
epochs. (For e.g. digit “3” third row far right.
the rate based SNN use time-averaged firing rates (Figure 1A) for classification. In this
final experiment we examine the effect of instantaneous population rate (Figure 1B) on
performance.
We note that events recorded by the ATIS sensor are relatively sparse at the
beginning and end of a saccade. Most events occur in the middle of a saccade. So we
hypothesize that the middle of the saccade is the time period where the information is
the most abundant. Events that happened at the beginning and end of the saccade
could be regarded as noise. From this, we hypothesize that by 1. using an engineered
STDP function – i.e. an STDP function that is based on the peristimulus time
histogram (PSTH) of the training data, and 2. fixing the postsynaptic spike time at the
end of the pattern presentation, we will not experience a decrease in performance. Such
an STDP function is completely independent of the pre and postsynaptic spike time
differences, and is governed by the instantaneous population spike rates alone. If the
above hypothesis is correct, then spike times of individual neurons are unnecessary.
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Instantaneous population spike rates adequately characterize the dataset.
The STDP function is created as follows. Each pattern p can be represented as a set
of spike trains, with one spike train for each pixel. The spike train for pattern p and
pixel x is represented as sx,p = {tx,p1 , tx,p2 , ...tx,pn }, where each of the elements represents
the time at which the corresponding event occurred. Note that t1, ..., tn are in the range
[0, 105] ms, (first saccade) and are all ON events.
The total number of events that occurred over all patterns p at all pixels x at the
instantaneous time between t and ∆t is:
H ′(t) =
∑
p
∑
x
ax,pi (7)
ax,pi =
{
1, t ≤ tx,pi ≤ ∆t, tx,pi ∈ sx,p;
0, otherwise.
(8)
H(t) =
H ′(t)
Npatterns
(9)
H(t) is then scaled and biased as follows:
h(t) = aH(t) + b (10)
Parameters a and b are chosen so that the STDP function h(t) fulfills the following
conditions:
• The area of LTD is greater than the area of LTP - this is to ensure network
stability ( [50]).
• The weight updates are of similar magnitude to that of the learning rule described
in Section 4.3. This is determined empirically using the first few patterns so as to
determine a and b, so that learning rate would not be the varying factor in the
classification accuracy obtained in experiments.
The function H(t) that we derived from the N-MNIST training data and the
corresponding STDP function h(t) that we obtained are given in Figure 10.
From the STDP function h(t) we calculate the presynaptic trace xpre for a pattern p
as follows:
xx,ppre =
{ ∑i=n
i=1 h(t
x,p
i ), n > 0
−xtar, otherwise. (11)
So when a neuron fires one or more spikes, the resultant value xpre is the sum of the
values of h(t) for all time instances t where spikes occurred. Equation 13 also has a
depression component. When a neuron does not spike at all, there is a LTD of −xtar.
This is similar to Section 5, equation 5, where, in the absence of spikes, a neuron gets
depressed by the same amount −xtar. The LTD component is introduced in equation 13
to keep the learning dynamics similar to that of Section 4.3. This addition of depression
does not negate the purpose of this experiment - the STDP curve is still dependent on
the presynaptic spike rate.
The learning rule is similar to that of equation 5 in Section 4.3:
∆w = ηxpre(wmax − w)µ (12)
where xpre is the presynaptic trace, η is the learning rate, wmax is the maximum
weight, and µ determines the dependence on the previous weight.
We trained the SNN using this learning rule above for one epoch, and we obtained
an accuracy of 85.45%. Good performance was obtained on an PSTH derived STDP
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Figure 10. STDP function derived from the training data. Left: H(t) is the
average number of presynaptic neurons spiking at instantaenous time t in a pattern.
The function H(t) derived from all the training patterns is given in the figure. Right:
h(t) is the STDP curve obtained after scaling and biasing H(t) to ensure stability and
to preserve the learning dynamics described in the previous sections.
function. Postsynaptic spike time was also fixed. This indicates that precise time
differences between pre and postsynaptic times are not necessary to classify the
N-MNIST dataset.
From the STDP function h(t) we calculate the presynaptic trace xpre for a pattern p
as follows:
xx,ppre =
{ ∑i=n
i=1 h(t
x,p
i ), n > 0
−xtar, otherwise. (13)
So when a neuron fires one or more spikes, the resultant value xpre is the sum of the
values of h(t) for all time instances t where spikes occurred. Equation 13 also has a
depression component. When a neuron does not spike at all, there is a LTD of −xtar.
This is similar to Section 5, equation 5, where, in the absence of spikes, a neuron gets
depressed by the same amount −xtar. The LTD component is introduced in equation 13
to keep the learning dynamics similar to that of Section 4.3. This addition of depression
does not negate the purpose of this experiment - the STDP curve is still dependent on
the presynaptic spike rate.
The learning rule is similar to that of equation 5 in Section 4.3:
∆w = ηxpre(wmax − w)µ (14)
where xpre is the presynaptic trace, η is the learning rate, wmax is the maximum
weight, and µ determines the dependence on the previous weight.
We trained the SNN using this learning rule above for one epoch, and we obtained
an accuracy of 85.45%. Good performance was obtained on an PSTH derived STDP
function. Postsynaptic spike time was also fixed. This indicates that precise time
differences between pre and postsynaptic times are not necessary to classify the
N-MNIST dataset.
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7 Conclusion
We described two contributions in this paper. Firstly, we presented the first
unsupervised SNN algorithm to be tested on N-MNIST, which achieved 91.78%
accuracy with all six saccades and polarities. Second and more importantly, we wanted
to evaluate if neuromorphic datasets obtained from Computer Vision datasets with
static images are discriminative in the time domain. We started the study with both
N-MNIST and N-Caltech101, and performed several more experiments on N-MNIST
alone to evaluate the same. The first experiment, training N-MNIST and N-Caltech101
with an ANN using backpropagation achieved 99.23% and 78.01% accuracies
respectively. These were the best results obtained on the corresponding datasets to date.
This in turn indicates that collapsing the patterns in time does not affect the
performance. The other experiments were performed on the unsupervised SNN with
saccade 1 and polarity = ON . Comparing rate and time based STDP, we noted that
our SNN performs best on N-MNIST when it operates in a rate based manner,
achieving the best performance of 89.87% while training on 3 epochs, as compared to
the best performance of 76.25% using time based STDP (obtained after training on 1
epoch. Training on more epochs does not improve accuracy). We further showed that
fixing the postsynaptic spike time does not affect the performance. Finally, we
experimented on an instantaneous population rate based STDP function, and this
achieved a performance of 85.45%. This shows that the instantaneous rate over a
population of neurons fully characterizes the N-MNIST dataset. Collectively these
experiments show that in the N-MNIST dataset, the precise timings of individual spikes
are not critical for classification.
We initially approached N-MNIST to devise a STDP algorithm for classifying
neuromorphic data, and as a result we implemented the first unsupervised SNN
algorithm for N-MNIST. However, explorations with N-MNIST showed that its features
encoded are not discriminative in time. These results are confirmed in N-Caltech101 as
well. In this section, we detail why this result is important, and discuss the possible
next steps. We pose several questions: 1.) Why do we get these results? 2.) Why do we
need a neuromorphic dataset that is discriminative in the time domain? 3.) What
constitutes a good neuromorphic dataset? If N-MNIST is not suitable, then what is?
This is a very important question in neuromorphic engineering.
Why do we get these results? We get good results in the ANN (Section 3) and
rate-based SNN (Section 5) due to the nature of N-MNIST. We sum up the spikes in an
N-MNIST saccade in two ways 1.) through collapsing the events in time as in Section 3
or 2.) by a relatively non-leaky integration of spikes in Section 5. Using both methods,
we note that after summation we retain all the information in N-MNIST 2. This is
possibly because of the static 2-dimensional nature of the underlying dataset (i.e.
MNIST). Using the N-MNIST creation process of recording from the ATIS camera can
at best reproduce the original MNIST dataset – there is no additional information over
time. N-MNIST is less informative than MNIST, due to noise and gradations in the
image introduced due to the moving camera. Noise is good, as the recordings from the
camera make the dataset more realistic. Gradation in the image – i.e. high spike rate
while recording certain parts of the image and low spike rates in other parts of the image
– is an artefact introduced by the predefined and regular N-MNIST camera movements.
Such gradations do occur in the real world. However, as our sensory neurons are able to
detect and embody the statistics in the environment ( [47], [14], [10]) the image
gradations that are represented are probably those that are actually present in scenes.
We get good results in the last experiment (Section 6) due to an artefact in the
N-MNIST dataset. The ATIS camera movements are clearly defined, regular, and all
images are relatively similarly sized. Such regularity is not characteristic of retinal
saccades, or any other sensory stimuli. Since we do not believe N-MNIST to encode
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discriminative features in time, we could then exploit such an artefact to do a
rate-based classification, as we rightfully demonstrate in Section 6.
Why do we need a dataset that is discriminative in the time domain? Why not
perform spike timing computations on static datasets (such as MNIST)? The spirit of
neuromorphic engineering is not to just reproduce what deep learning has already done
and make it more efficient, but to create a more brain-like method of computing – this
should start from the dataset, continue at neural and learning levels, and finally
produce brain-like functionality. As seen in the introduction of this paper, there is a lot
of biological evidence that precise spike times play an important role in neural
computations. The brain works on spatiotemporal patterns. SNNs use spikes as their
units of computation. STDP uses difference between spike times as its measure for
learning. To highlight the utility of these computational mechanisms, we need a dataset
wherein features are encoded in individual spike times asynchronously.
Therefore, the performance of many neuromorphic algorithms on N-MNIST (and
N-Caltech101) should be taken with a pinch of salt – this includes our algorithm. While
we (and others) are able to successfully filter out noise induced by camera movements in
N-MNIST, this in itself is not sufficient to assess the goodness of a neuromorphic
algorithm. This brings us to the third and most important question – what constitutes
a good neuromorphic dataset? The method of moving images or a vision sensor across
static images in a Computer Vision dataset was one of the first attempts at creating a
neuromorphic dataset. Clearly, in N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 at least, this does not
seem to be sufficient at creating an appropriate dataset. If it is not sufficient, then what
is? A useful candidate may be an audio dataset. Audio is inherently spatiotemporal,
and summing up temporal events over time will result in huge loss of information.
Audio dataset also does not have one single peak in amplitude that is representative of
all patterns. Audio over a short duration also does not make sense. On the contrary,
audio events are dynamic, and events that unfold over a period of time lead to a holistic
representation of the information, as described in [15].
It may not be just audio that is inherently spatiotemporal, but [12], [15] argue vision
is too. Although we are able to recognize a static image perfectly well, we are also able
to generalize in a way that deep learning cannot – over different rotations, lighting
conditions, sizes, and so on. This is possibly because we are exposed to a continuous
stream of varying data ( [46], [1], [34], [11], [24]), and use time as a supervisor to
understand and perform these generalizations ( [15]). A visual dataset that embodies
these principles may be suitable. For example, we may consider a dataset with retinal
saccades over a 3 dimensional object with varying conditions – in this case, considering
events over a short duration, or summing up events over time will not give anything
useful. However, considering the changes along with the precise time information will
lead to holistic representations not otherwise possible with static information.
In conclusion, spikes occurring over time is not just an alternate mechanism for
representing static information, such as using the intensity of a pixel as the rate for a
Poisson spike train. Brains have evolved to use computing mechanisms that are
inherently suitable to represent and process information from a dynamic world. A
suitable benchmark should assess these computing mechanisms. In this paper, therefore,
we address an important issue in neuromorphic computing by assessing N-MNIST and
N-Caltech101 along the time domain, delineating why this is important. We also
evaluate the requirements for a neuromorphic dataset. This in turn, highlights a need
for further research into effective benchmarks and criteria for assessing the strengths of
SNNs over earlier neural networks.
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